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Thank you for purchasing Activision Anthology: REMIX EDITION
(AARE). You are about to take a trip back in time, to a decade
where video games were about fun, not frame rate. But first,
you will need to follow these instiuctions to unlock the
amazing power of the ATARI 2600 on your Macintosh. Check
that the system meets the minimum requirements for this
game.
Operating System:
Processor Type:

Memory
Video Card:

Mac OS X, 10.2.8 or later
Porver Macintosh G4 processor,
4OOMHzor better
128 MB FAM
3D accelerated video card with 16 MB
RAM or higher
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LefVRight

This is the "back,, key to return to a
previous menu. lt is also used to quit the
current 2600 game that's in progress.
Quit out of AARE.

Arrows

The L/R arrows are used for selection in all
locations of the Main Menu.

Up/Down
Arrows

The Up and Down key are used for volume
selection in the Radio Menu and scrolling.

Arrovv Keys

Used to scroll while viewing the manual.

Space

The Space Bar is used to make a selection.
During a game it is used as the ,,red button',
for fire or action.

Return

Same as the Space Bar.

F1

Used to bring up and close down the help
menu.

F2

This is used for Game Reset.

F3

This is the Game Se/ect button.

F4

Left Difficulty. (Novice)

F5

Right Difficutty. (Expert)

F6

Color or Black and White (not available for
all games).

FI

Load a game that has previously been
saved.

F8

Save the current game.
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Plaque Attack
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Sky Jinks

Space Shuttle:
A Journey Into Space

Stampede

Sky Patrol

Space Treat Deluxe

Starmaster
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Tomcat:
The F14Fighter Simulator
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Vault Assault

Trick Shot
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Wing War

Mdeo Euchre
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When you start the game, only Classic Mode is available.
However, as you play through various games, you will unlock
more modes to play in.
1.

Olassic
A perfect emulation of the classic Atari 2600 game screen.
This is the default settino.

2.

Cube
A cube spins in the center of the screen. On each of its
faces is the texture of the game being played. Only the
most mentally dexterous player will be able to compensate
for the movements.

3.

Ricochet
In this mode the game is drawn onto a bouncing rectangle,
deflecting off the sides of the screen. This view changes
gameplay subtly, as the player must compensate for and
track the motion of the game screen, putting a new spin
on these classic games.

4.

Whirl
The game screen will slowly rotate 360; making even the
best players a little sea-sick. As gameplay progresses, the
rotation will become faster.
Bungee
The game screen zooms in and out of view like a oamera
suspended from a bungee cord. This makes two-player
games even more fast-paced and exciting.

o.

Tilt-O-Vision
The game screen moves on its center axis as if its corners
are being pulled in various directions. This motion changes
over the course of gameplay.
Motion Ellur
Motion blur is added to the game to enhance the feeling of
movement.

8.

Breathing
The game screen is stretched over a surface which
changes from concave to convex, giving a changing,
distorted "fisheye" effect to gameplay.

\
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Warped
The closer the
Blocks of the image are given a height'
it will draw to the
block is to a screen corner' the closer
3D effect'
camera, yielding an interesting warping
Distortion
SimilartoWarped,variousanimatedrippleeffectsano
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waves dynamically change the heights

11. Starfield

a mass of stars
The background of the game becomes
moving raPidlYPast the screen'

12. HypersPace
streaking directly
Similar to Starfield, but the stars are now
towards the player's view' Far out' man!
13. V-Hold
but' from
This Gameplay Mode is just like Classic'
as if on an
time to time, the image scrolls vertically
Sure to drive
otd TV that needs vertical hold adjustment'
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15. Disco
that slowly
The entire screen is tinted with brilliant colors
spin and Pulse.Whoa, dude!
16. Cloud-Cover

cloud cover and
The background is drawn as slowly drifting
foreground' for a
a slight cloud cover is drawn over the
soothing journeY in the sky'
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